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Reinforce your understanding of essential examination and assessment skills and with this lab

manual companion to Carolyn Jarvis' Physical Examination and Health Assessment, 6th Edition. A

wide variety of checklists, activities, and exercises challenge you to apply your knowledge and

provide hands-on practice. A variety of review questions and study activities test your understanding

of key points and procedures:  Short answer Fill-in-the-blank Multiple-choice Matching Anatomy

labeling exercises  Regional write-up sheets familiarize you with physical examination forms and

provide practice for recording narrative accounts of patient history and examination findings. 

Reading assignments help you review relevant textbook content with convenient chapter and page

references. Clinical objectives for each chapter help you study more effectively.  A comprehensive

glossary provides fast, easy access to key terms and definitions from the textbook. New

assessment tools and updated illustrations test your retention and understanding. Updated

evidence-based practice guidelines throughout the manual reflect the most current research and

assessment practices.
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The vocabulary was a great review of terminology and made introduction to nursing/health

assessment easier because of the defintions of the terminology. The questions in the back were

also good practice questions to test your knowledge.



Great book for the price! Condition was exactly as described

We had a hoorible teacher for the class using this book and the book turned out to have pretty

useful information where the instructor failed to teach. Other than that it is a dry read that drags

instead of going to the subject, but that is true for most books like this.

Won't order from this company again. The item was described as good with minimal use. But it's

more like acceptable with a lot of use. This is a lab work book with pen writings all over it. I have to

use this book for Nursing school! What a waste of time and money. Won't be ordering from them

again.

Still my favorite nursing book even though I had it my first semester of nursing school. It is so clear

and gives lots of examples and pictures. It is really well organized as well.

I loved

Very detailed, lots of pictures, extremely helpful while in my nursing program assessment class. All

levels of assessment, with advanced abnormal findings and detailed explanations as well, which are

too much for my level of care at this point, but excellent stuff to know! Really like the fact that each

chapter is very organized, and guides you through specific examination questions with rationale.

This workbook complements the textbook nicely. It includes a list of terms with definitions at the

beginning of each chapter, multiple choice questions, diagram to fill out, and additional exercises.
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